Abstract. The main aim of this mini-workshop was to present and discuss some modern applications of the functional-analytic concepts of s-numbers and operator ideals in areas like Numerical
Introduction by the Organisers
The mini-workshop was devoted to modern applications of s-numbers and operator ideals in a various more applied areas. It was attended by 16 mathematicians from Germany (10), Spain (2), Austria (1), Canada (1), Finland (1) and France (1), the participants were a mixture of experienced senior scientists and younger researchers, with different mathematical backgrounds.
The theories of s-numbers and operator ideals, which are both closely related to geometry and local theory of Banach spaces, and also to probability on Banach spaces, were already developed in the 1970s and 1980s, with main contributions due to Albrecht Pietsch. During the last 15 years these by now almost classical abstract functional-analytic concepts appeared quite naturally in several, more applied branches of mathematics. In particluar, they have found important applications in areas such as In order to achieve these goals the mini-workshop was organized as follows. Each participant gave a 50-minutes talk on her/his field of research, pointing out in particular the use of s-number and operator ideal techniques, open questions and relations to other fields. In this way the participants from different communities could learn from each other, and the ground was laid for further discussions.
The first talk was given by Albrecht Pietsch, who presented an overview over important problems that have been left open in the area of s-numbers and operator ideals itself. Let us mention just one, which is related to the famous counterexample by Enflo, who showed that there are Banach spaces without the approximation property. In the language of operators, the problem is to quantify the gap between compact and approximable operators, that means to determine the smallest entropy ideal that contains non-approximable operators.
The four organizers gave survey talks on the role of s-numbers and operator ideals in the theory of function spaces (Dorothee Haroske), approximation theory (Fernando Cobos), signal processing and numerical analysis (Tino Ullrich) and Gaussian processes (Thomas Kühn). In the talks of the remaining participants several other interesting topics were presented, e.g. Khintchine-type inequalities (Hermann König, Gilles Pisier), entropy inequalities (Nicole Tomczak-Jaegermann), tractability problems in information-based complexity (Stefan Heinrich), polynomials on Banach spaces (Andreas Defant), entropy numbers in statistical learning theory (Ingo Steinwart), singular traces (Albrecht Pietsch).
Moreover, apart from these talks which were already scheduled in advance, we spontaneously organized an informal session on Thursday afternoon, in which Hermann König lectured on new developments concerning the famous Grothendieck constant. Since the works of Krivine in 1975 in the real case and Haagerup in 1986 in the complex case, there has been no progress for many years. Only very recently Assaf Naor introduced new averaging processes which led to an improvement. But still the problem of the exact value of the Grothendieck constant is wide open. This talk was followed by a problem session, where several really important and quite challenging problems were presented and discussed. These problems covered a wide range, e.g. Schur multipliers on Schatten p-classes, cotype of projective tensor products, tractability of star-discrepancy, approximation vs. sampling numbers, entropy numbers in learning theory.
During the whole week of the mini-workshop there was an intensive scientific interaction between the participants from different communities. There were lot of discussions in smaller groups on specific problems, which led to several new mathematical contacts and to first plans for concrete projects of future co-operation. Throughout the mini-workshop the atmosphere was very inspiring.
As usual, on Wednesday afternoon we had an excursion, this time consisting of a walk to Oberwolfach and a visit of the MiMa. The guided tour through the museum with so many beautiful minerals and the interactive mathematics part was very interesting and enjoyable, thanks to our expert tour guide Stephan Klaus.
Last but not least we would like to thank -on behalf of all participants -the director, administration and staff of the MFO for their excellent professional work and kind support before and during the mini-workshop. This made it possible to create the fruitful scientific atmosphere which is so typical for Oberwolfach meetings, and to make our mini-workshop a full success, an impression shared by all participants.
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